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Summary
In late 2020, Myanmar will hold a general election for more than a thousand
seats in its legislative bodies. The lead-up to this election overlaps with the 21st
Century Panglong peace process and the possible repatriating of Rohingya
refugees in ways that only deepen social tensions. At issue is that the underlying
logics of peace processes and elections are at odds: on the one hand, conciliation and compromise; on the other, competition, victory, and defeat.
Myanmar’s electoral history favors large parties at the expense of smaller ones
and independent candidates, diminishing the prospect that elections might
de-escalate conflict. Divisive campaigning is especially likely to detract from the
peace process, as it did in 2015. Facebook will be a platform for disinformation,
hate, and voter suppression as well as a catalyst for possible offline action.
Opposition parties will campaign on defense of the nation, race, and Buddhism
from both foreign influences and Islam.
The question of refugee repatriation will likely separate the ruling party from
Rakhine ethnonationalists. Women candidates may also be at risk: the percentage of women parliamentarians at the national level increased from 6 percent in
2010 to 13 percent in 2015, but by-elections in 2017 and 2018 included relatively
few women candidates. Populist appeals more generally may undermine Bamar
and Rakhine support for the peace process, especially given that social media
tends to amplify intercommunal polarization.
Communal, religious, and nationalist claims will certainly be center stage during
the campaign, raising the possibility that tensions could boil over. The sheer
numbers of security actors and forces increase the likelihood of violence that the
military and police are ill prepared to prevent. Last, given laws that criminalize
defamation, the media will find it difficult to cover the election campaign without
risking jail time.
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A voter casts an early vote at a township Union Election Commission office in Mandalay, Myanmar, ahead of the November 2015 elections. (Photo by Hkun
Lat/AP/Shutterstock)

Introduction
Despite
Myanmar’s limited
experience with
democratic
elections, almost
no one questions
whether elections
are a legitimate
way to confer or
transfer power.

In late 2020, Myanmar will hold a general election for more than 1,100 seats in Union,
state, and region legislative bodies. The contest will be the sixth election held under
the auspices of the 2008 constitution, and the fourteenth since independence in 1947.
Administered by the presidentially appointed Union Election Commission (UEC), the
2020 election will likely be a hard fought one, featuring one dominant party (the ruling
National League for Democracy), one major former ruling party (the Union Solidarity
and Development Party), and dozens more parties at all levels, as well as many ethnic
parties. By late 2018, some of the more organized challengers had begun posturing
in advance of the polls. If patterns associated with the last general election are any
indication, the next year and a half will see much partisanship over most issues given
that nearly one hundred parties are expected to compete for votes. Notably, despite
Myanmar’s limited experience with democratic elections, almost no one questions
whether elections are a legitimate way to confer or transfer power.
At the same time, Myanmar is home to a complex conflict environment with a bewildering array of armed antistate forces, localized private militias, border guard units, nationalist and “race and religion protection” groups as well as loosely organized, disenchanted citizens who have no redress available through legal or political channels. In addition
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to preparations for the election of 2020, the next year

on elections in conflict situations explains, “Elections

and a half will see two high-level, conflict-laden phenom-

in deeply divided societies can bring out both the

ena capture domestic and international attention—the

noblest human ideals and the darkest behaviours.”1

21st Century Panglong peace process and likely at-

Unlike in conflict or postconflict settings elsewhere,

tempts to repatriate Rohingya refugees from Bangladesh

the rules and timing of the 2020 election are not the

to northern Rakhine State, where a relatively new armed

product of negotiations among oppositional forces;

Rakhine group has escalated an antistate offensive. In

nor is the election a component of any major domes-

a historical context that has produced a deeply divided

tic stakeholders’ attempts to consolidate a fragile or

society with little in the way of trusted grievance mech-

nascent peace. Refugee repatriation of any scale has

anisms, the 2020 election may collide with these two

few—if any—politically significant backers in Rakhine

highly contested processes in ways that only deepen

or Myanmar. Meanwhile, anti-Bamar sentiments among

social tensions in Myanmar.

Rakhine are on the rise.2 The election timing is constitutionally mandated. The peace process, refugee

This report does not assess electoral security, the

repatriation, and conflict dynamics are not.

peace process, or repatriation. Instead, it both evaluates the complex environment in which the current

This report is based on a desk review of available elec-

electoral cycle, Rakhine conflicts, and peace process

tion-related materials, surveys of Myanmar mainstream

intersect and identifies opportunities for mitigating

and social media, and more than seventy interviews

conflict risks in the lead-up to the 2020 election. For

in Yangon, Mandalay, Sittwe, Bagan, Myitkyina, Hpaan,

all three, international expectations are likely to be out

and Mawlamyaing in Burma, and Mae Sot in Thailand.

of alignment with the practical realities of staging an

Interviewees, who were all promised confidentiali-

election, peace negotiations, and reconciliation among

ty, included electoral stakeholders broadly defined,

communities in Rakhine State.

encompassing representatives of election-focused civil
society, ethnic armed organizations (EAOs), political

The 2020 election presents the opportunity for

parties, the local media, retired military officers, diplo-

pro-democratic political parties of many stripes to

mats, donors, and the private sector in Myanmar. This

make gains in political power in the Union, at state-

was in large part a listening project, aimed at capturing

and region-level hluttaws (parliaments) and in self-ad-

the views and concerns of those who are committed to

ministered areas. It also carries risks. As one scholar

a credible and peaceful 2020 election.

KEY ASPECTS OF THE MYANMAR CONTEXT
Myanmar is not a postconflict setting. Rather it is home to ongoing, organized, armed antistate violence and
intercommunal tensions.
The timing of the 2020 election is constitutionally mandated. Save a declaration of emergency, the election
cannot be moved from 2020.
The timing of the peace negotiations is neither constitutionally mandated nor likely to proceed in a linear fashion.
The timing of refugee repatriation is subject to domestic and international political and legal maneuvering.
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Contextualizing the 2020 Election
A deeply divided society, Myanmar is home to a popula-

GRIEVANCE MECHANISMS

tion marked by deep-rooted and manifold axes of politi-

Years of political repression have silenced expressions

cal, economic, and social polarization—and hence fertile

of protest, criticism, and suffering and hindered acts of

ground for conflict around elections.3 National-level

resistance. Since 2011, reforms that have included im-

political power has historically been in the hands of small

provements in freedoms of association and media have

elite groups of Buddhist, lowlander, ethnic Bamar military

allowed expression of grievance in more public ways,

officers and their inner circle of commercial allies, to

but have not yet fundamentally altered overall dynam-

the disadvantage of the rest of the population.4 Beyond

ics of political and economic power in the country. The

the common sense of suffering, the sense of shared

2008 constitution’s move away from power centralized

life experience is scant across key divides such as

in a single general and toward a dispersal of national

urban dwellers and rural, Buddhists and non-Buddhists,

political power across multiple institutions (the pres-

lowlanders and uplanders, as well as between ethnic

idency, the line ministries, the hluttaws, subnational

majority Bamar and non-Bamars, and Burmese speakers

governments, the military) has not eliminated the politi-

and those who do not speak the official language of the

cal influence of the military. Neither the constitution nor

state. The reforms since 2011 address some of these

any other legal or policy framework place the Defence

inequalities and divisions, but not all of them.

Services under the chain of command of an elected,
civilian body or official, including the president.5

Ethnic identity in Myanmar, arguably the most politically significant marker of difference, is stratified in

In the past, the two main ways of mobilizing to seek

policy, law, and social norms, first between the ethnic

redress for grievances were organized, armed antistate

majority Bamar and non-Bamar, and second between

resistance and unarmed resistance in usually off-the-

those defined as taingyinthar lumyo (“kind of people

radar settings, carried out by trusted circles of acquaint-

who belong in the country”) and those who are not,

ances, whether in formal civil society and its many

who include those of Chinese, Indian, Rohingya, and

networks or in informal community endeavors. Before

otherwise of allegedly “foreign” descent. The dispar-

2011, and to a large extent still today, citizens could not

ities in fortunes across these groups are stark, but

depend on institutions that should theoretically have

variation among ethnicities is considerable. Of the

protected their rights, such as the judiciary, township and

fourteen regions and states in Myanmar, locals living in

village (or ward) administrators, and line ministries. Policy,

Rakhine State perceive that they have been dealt the

development, and services have long been delivered in

most severe poverty by Bamar-dominant regimes. At

a top-down fashion, leaving local recipients to their own

the same time, political and civil rights inequalities in

devices to deal with the consequences. The absence

Rakhine State are equally glaring between the Rakhine

of trusted dispute settlement mechanisms has rendered

ethnic group and the Rohingya, the latter considered

individuals and communities defenseless from what has

non-taingyinthar and largely deprived of voting and

often been arbitrary or random enforcement by state

other rights and of access to land, decent work, free

officials and sometimes armed antistate groups. This

movement, education, and health services.

situation not only fueled support for insurgency in areas
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in and around active warfare, but also created a large

the state. Since 2015, ten have signed the Nationwide

national reservoir of grievance, distrust, and skepti-

Ceasefire Agreement (NCA), which constitutes a

cism against central and local government institutions.

military truce but has not amounted to a platform for

Beyond low credibility of such institutions, even inter-

advancement of federal political concessions, nor has

personal trust is minimal in Myanmar. A 2018 survey by

it resulted in any degree of disarmament or security

the People’s Alliance for Credible Elections, a domestic

sector reform. Some of the other nonsignatory antistate

observer group, found that only 18 percent of those sam-

groups—representing perhaps fifty thousand troops un-

pled thought that most people can be trusted and that

der arms in total—had or still hold bilateral cease-fires

77 percent believed that they needed to be very careful

but continue to present challenges to the state and its

in dealing with people.

allies over the future direction of large swaths of territo-

6

ry. Still other forces, organized as Border Guard Forces
Throughout Myanmar society, these historical grievanc-

as well as local militias, number in the dozens, and

es remain strong. Given the cumulative effect of years

sometimes operate on the side of the government’s

of repression and violent conflict, they will not fade for

military (the Tatmadaw) and at other times for their own

some time. Political reforms, initiated in 2011, remain

security, pecuniary, and territorial interests.7

nascent, tentative in some areas and somewhat adrift
in others as the National League for Democracy (NLD)

The histories of ethnic armed organizations that are

party has struggled to govern since taking power in

organized in terms of ethnic nationality identity have

2016. Institutions and mindsets change slowly. Trust will

followed multiple paths. Some have split several times.

take time to develop. At present, the administrative and

Others chose—in previous and current negotiations—to

judicial systems still offer little or no respite to those who

make bilateral cease-fire deals to end the fighting in

have suffered from years of military rule or hardships

pockets of territory and to gain access to and control

caused by more recent policy decisions. Myanmar is

over services and resources. Although the main target of

home to a wellspring of legitimate grievances among its

EAOs is the Tatmadaw, in recent years fighting between

citizens, but offers few if any trusted channels through

the EAOs themselves has increased, especially in Shan

which those citizens can seek justice or accountability.

State, where various groups are fighting over territo-

As a result, significant political conflict—in the sense of

ry, legitimacy, and economic interests, mostly in the

deeply held differences of opinion, values, and priorities

northern part of the state. In general, EAOs have widely

over state-society relations and narratives of national

varying ways (and effectiveness) of recruiting, financing,

history—will be the norm in the coming ten to twenty

and regulating people and trade in their areas of oper-

years. If conducted in a deliberately credible fashion, the

ation. Their relationships with registered political parties

2020 election might serve as a step in a progressive di-

or other EAOs bearing the same ethnonym are often

rection toward the creation of trust in national institutions.

troubled, contingent, or nonexistent. Communities in and

Expectations, however, should be tempered around how

around former and current bilateral cease-fire areas, as

much any Myanmar election in the near future will yield a

well as in territory home to recent warfare, have been

grievance redress or conflict mitigation mechanism.

hopeful about the present round of peace negotiations.
However, they remain wary of claims that development

ARMED ANTISTATE VIOLENCE

policies or elections will deliver “peace dividends.”8

Myanmar has been home to challenges aimed at the
state since before independence. At present, twen-

In the 2015 campaign, the armed antistate conflict—

ty-one major ethnic armed organizations have spent

along with the peace process of President Thein Sein’s

varying numbers of years fighting to replace or reform

administration—was the object of partisan interference

6
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in the lead-up to the election as opposition parties
tried to convince armed groups to wait for a new
government that might promise more concessions,
the likes of which have not materialized. Additionally,

ETHNIC IDENTITY
IN MYANMAR TODAY

the government itself had become preoccupied with
electoral politics by late 2014, diverting attention from
the peace process. In interviews, both political party
and peace process stakeholders predicted that similar
dynamics will be at play in the lead-up to 2020. They

Political parties and ethnic armed organizations (EAOs) with the same ethnonym
do not necessarily coordinate, agree, or
represent the same constituencies.

also suggested that the coming election may weaken
the resolve of incumbents to grant concessions as
they face opposition that will criticize any such moves.
Election activities (voter list compilation, campaign
rallies, voting, and so on) may also present targets for

Political parties with ethnic names are not
necessarily representative of ethnic nationality communities.

violent actors to undermine the credibility of the state
and the legitimacy of the democratic process.
Rakhine State will be of particular concern. The 2016

Ethnically named EAOs also do not necessarily “represent” local aspirations.

and 2017 attacks on government outposts by the
Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army were a direct attack
on the state, one that led to a series of disproportionate, large-scale crackdowns on Rohingya communities

Ethnically named EAO “liaison offices” vary
widely in capacity and authority.

in northern Rakhine State. The 2017 exodus of 720,000
refugees to Bangladesh has set up an intractable
cross-border refugee situation, which has seen some
halting and unsuccessful attempts at repatriation.
Because Rohingya return is broadly unpopular among

The boundaries of ethnic “states” do not align
with ethnically self-identifying activists’ aspirations for territorial and political recognition.

heartland Bamars and ethnic Rakhine, any attempts at
or even rhetoric about refugee return will be politicized
by parties seeking to capitalize on the underlying historical and communal conflicts that led to the violence

Ethnically named “states” are home to heterogenous populations.

in the first place.
Since late 2018, violence between the Arakan Army (AA)
and the Tatmadaw in Rakhine State has heightened ten-

Most nonmajority ethnic groups regard the
term “ethnic minority” as derogatory.

sions in the fractious region and is likely to continue to
do so throughout the lead-up to the 2020 election. The
AA is an ethnic Rakhine armed group that has its sights
set on autonomy from Myanmar by 2020, as laid out in
its sophisticated online mobilization campaign, Arakan

Most non-Bamar identity-based groups
prefer to be called “ethnic nationalities” or
“nationalities.”

Dream 2020. The AA envisions its relationship to the
Myanmar state being one of confederation. It operates
USIP.ORG
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Because the repatriation of the Rohingya is broadly unpopular among heartland Bamars and ethnic
Rakhine, attempts at or even rhetoric about refugee return will be politicized by parties seeking to
capitalize on the underlying conflicts that led to the violence in the first place.
both in northern Myanmar (Kachin and Shan States)

a function of dark force manipulation or not, Myanmar

and along the western border (northern Rakhine and

society is home to latent horizontal conflicts between

southern Chin States). Clashes between the AA and the

and among people. These conflicts are geared not

Tatmadaw have intensified since November 2018 in sev-

at capturing control of the state, but rather at disem-

eral townships in the north of Rakhine State and parts

powering or threatening individuals and groups along

of southern Chin State. On January 4, 2019—Myanmar’s

religious, ethnic, or class lines. In the view of some

Independence Day—the AA launched a series of coor-

activists and electoral stakeholders, these divisions are

dinated attacks on four Border Guard Police posts in the

likely to be made more stark by partisan competition

north of Buthidaung township in northern Rakhine State.

as the 2020 election approaches.

The AA asserted responsibility for the attacks, which left
thirteen police officers dead and nine injured. A spokes-

Gender discrimination has been common across all

person for the group explained: “We [Rakhine] are not

postcolonial governments and elections in Myanmar.

independent yet. Today is not our Independence Day.”

Military rule from 1962 to 2011 all but banished

After the attack, the civilian NLD government is said to

women from positions of authority, and the military

have instructed the Tatmadaw to “crush” the Arakan

itself has had no women in leadership roles. Reforms

Army, which has been declared a terrorist group.

initiated in 2011 have created openings for women, a

9

10

trend that appeared to gain some momentum when

INTERGROUP VIOLENCE
AND DISCRIMINATION

the percentage of women parliamentarians at the

Myanmar is home to other kinds of discrimination,

13 percent in 2015. However, by-elections in 2017

struggle, and violence that will affect the electoral

and 2018 included relatively few women candidates.

process and are less explicitly political in nature. Such

Across the board, women report that gender ste-

horizontal violence includes sectarian and communal

reotypes—for example, that men are more capable

violence, workplace conflict, land disputes, and more,

of holding public office—persist. For example, only

and has complex historical roots that long predate the

seven of sixty-nine candidates in the November 2018

reform processes initiated since 2011. These under-

by-election were women. One observer, referring

lying tensions have erupted into communal violence

to the voters, told the media, “They don’t believe

locally in places such as Sittwe, Lashio, Mandalay,

in the ability of women leaders.”12 In 2017, the Asia

Taunggyi, Bago, Okkan, and Meiktila, causing exten-

Foundation reported that “substantial challenges to

sive property damage, fatalities, and community trau-

addressing the gender gap in political participation in

ma. Communal tensions in particular have been sug-

Myanmar [remain], given the deeply entrenched so-

gested to have been manipulated by so-called dark

cial norms in both men and women regarding the role

forces, that is, a range of bad actors seeking to create

of leadership women can play in government and in

chaos to advance unknown political and economic

society.”13 Female political party leaders related in in-

agendas.11 But it is impossible to predict the onset or

terviews that they faced not only the cultural barriers

path of communal violence, and numerous small-scale,

to political participation, but also believed that they

locally appropriate interventions may have warded off

were targeted for online and personal harassment to

further intercommunal violence. Nonetheless, whether

a degree not experienced by male counterparts.

8

national level increased from 6 percent in 2010 to
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Supporters of Aung San Suu Kyi’s National League for Democracy wave flags outside the party’s headquarters in Yangon on the day of the April 2012
by-elections. (Photo by El-BrandenBrazil/iStock)

SOCIAL MEDIA

At this point, for many in Myanmar, Facebook is their

Myanmar’s digital transformation has been unprecedented

main source of information; further, government depart-

for its speed, breadth of coverage, and capture of users

ments, officials, businesses, and political leaders mainly

by Facebook. In 2009, when SIM cards cost $300 each,

communicate on Facebook pages when they have no

less than 1 percent of the country’s fifty million people had

website, press conferences, statements, or other forms

a smartphone or home internet. Since the political and

of public communication.

economic openings began in 2011, a liberalization of the
telecommunications market—whereby SIM card prices

The Facebook platform has been used to organize

dropped to about $1—saw the exponential increase in

progressive campaigns, such as protests against crack-

connectivity. At present, it is estimated that twenty million

downs on free speech and assembly. More alarmingly,

people now have internet connectivity. For all but a very

in Myanmar it has been leveraged to incite offline harm.

few, Facebook is the internet. A human rights impact as-

The clearest example is the violence that broke out in

sessment commissioned by Facebook found that

Mandalay in July 2014. According to mainstream media
and other sources, the violence was a result of an on-

this [expansion] has resulted in a crisis of digital literacy: A

line news report that alleged that two Muslim teashop

large population of internet users lacks basic understanding

owners had raped a Buddhist woman.15 The teashop

of how to use a browser, how to set up an email address and
access an email account, and how to navigate and make
judgments on online content. Despite this, most mobile
phones sold in the country come preloaded with Facebook.14
USIP.ORG

was identified by name and location and the full names
of the alleged perpetrators and the alleged victim
were spelled out. U Wirathu, the firebrand Buddhist
9

Facebook has been used to organize progressive campaigns, such as protests against crackdowns on
free speech and assembly. More alarmingly, in Myanmar it has been leveraged to incite offline harm.
monk associated with anti-Islamic causes, reposted the

was increasing its numbers of Burmese-content review-

article on his Facebook page with the caption “[the]

ers so that community-generated reports of violations

Mafia flame [of the Muslims] is spreading” and that “all

of its standards could be processed more comprehen-

Burmans must be ready.” The violence, which occurred

sively and quickly. He also said, however, that he was

the day after Wirathu’s post, resulted in two deaths, nu-

not authorized to state whether or how non-Burmese,

merous injuries, and extensive property damage. Then

minority-language posts might be reviewed. As of early

President Thein Sein’s government blocked access

2019, Facebook had taken down hundreds of accounts

to Facebook in Mandalay in acknowledgment of the

deemed guilty of “coordinated inauthentic behavior,”

platform’s role in the violence. Eventually it emerged

with many linked to the military.18 On February 5, 2019,

that the rape story was false.17

it also took down the accounts of four ethnic armed

16

organizations, stating that they represented “dangerFacebook’s prominence also ensures that it will be a

ous organizations” and therefore violated Facebook’s

major source of information—and probably disinforma-

community standards.19 However, as of late 2018,

tion—in the lead-up to the 2020 election. Political par-

Facebook did not have any particular plans in place to

ties and their followers are expected to use its broad

defend against possible election-specific, coordinated,

coverage to promote their candidates. To date, though,

politically motivated attacks and disinformation on the

it has been used mostly in nonprogressive ways. In

platform.20 The risk is significant, therefore, that the par-

2015, significant numbers of posts explicitly suggested

ties, the military, EAOs, and their followers will leverage

the NLD and Aung San Suu Kyi herself were in one way

the platform in ways that manipulate voters’ sympathies

or another pro-Muslim. In the 2018 by-election, not only

and online and offline behaviors, such as voter sup-

did Burmese Facebook posts target the NLD party and

pression and intimidation.21 Moreover, a risk to progres-

its candidates with disinformation, but Shan-language

sive deployment of Facebook is that the military, which

attacks were also lodged at Shan Nationalities League

controls the internet portal to Myanmar, may choose to

for Democracy politicians. In an interview for this report,

shut down the platform in the lead-up to the election.

a senior Facebook official reported that the company

10
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Myanmar’s Electoral Process
The 2020 election will be the third general election

and discipline-flourishing multiparty democratic system.”

held under the terms of the 2008 constitution. Few

Notably, the constitution bans the use of religion for

changes have been made to the formal electoral legal

political purposes, including campaigning for votes.

framework since the 2015 election, which saw the
electorate vote overwhelmingly to transfer power to

The number of election constituencies are defined in

the NLD, then the opposition party. That election was

the constitution. The Pyithu Hluttaw is made up of “not

viewed widely by domestic and international observers

more than 330” elected members from constituencies to

as a credible milestone in Myanmar’s transition to de-

be defined by the Union Election Commission by town-

mocracy. The NLD won 79 percent of elected seats

ship or population. The 168 Amyotha Hluttaw members

in the Union parliament, 95 percent of the seats in the

include twelve from each state and region, and seats are

Bamar-dominated regions, and 45 percent of the seats

reserved for representatives of special administration

in the ethnically named states. The former ruling party,

zones or divisions within some of the states. State and re-

the Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP),

gion hluttaws are made up of two members of Parliament

was reduced from winning 79 percent of the seats in

(MPs) per township. Constituencies were drawn up in

the flawed 2010 election, to polling just 8 percent in

preparation for the 2010 election and have been revised

2015. Ethnic parties performed poorly, tallying only 11

only in rare instances (mainly at the state or region level),

percent of the seats at the Union level and 16 percent

although the Union Election Commission in theory could

in the states and regions.

redraw boundaries for any constituencies before an elec-

22

23

tion. No accountability mechanism is in place for constitu-

CONSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE

ency revision.

The 2008 constitution provides the framework for
elections in Myanmar, which is supplemented by a series

As laid out in the constitution, the presidential selection

of laws and by-laws about political parties, the Union

process is carried out by an electoral college of three

Election Commission, and elections at different levels

bodies that each nominate a vice president: the elect-

of government. Election timing is determined by the

ed members of the Pyithu Hluttaw, the elected mem-

constitutionally mandated five-year term of the Union

bers of the Amyotha Hluttaw, and the combined military

Parliament, in which 330 members are up for election to

members of both houses. After the three nominees

the Pyithu Hluttaw (lower house) and 168 to the Amyotha

have been certified, the Union Parliament (Pyidaungsu

Hluttaw (upper house); unelected military representa-

Hluttaw) votes to choose the president. Neither the

tives make up 25 percent of the seats in both houses,

president nor any other elected civilian official has

110 in the Pyithu Hluttaw and fifty-six in the Amyotha

constitutional authority over the military.

24

Hluttaw. Under Article X of the constitution, political parties are obligated to observe the three national causes:

Under the 2008 constitution, the UEC, which must

“non-disintegration of the Union, non-disintegration of

have at least five members who are age fifty or older, is

national solidarity and perpetuation of national sover-

responsible for carrying out elections, registering political

eignty.” They must also “accept and practice a genuine

parties, and supervising their activities. The members

25
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A member of the Union Solidarity and Development Party distributes flyers during a USDP door-to-door campaign in Mandalay in October 2015. (Photo by
Hein Htet/EPA/Shutterstock)

are appointed by the president, raising the question

when it comes to drawing upon the military-controlled

of the UEC’s independence, although members “shall

ministries and bodies for matters such as electoral

not be a member of a political party.” In the lead-up to

security. The Carter Center’s report on the 2015 election

the 2015 election, the commission expanded to a total

noted “a lack of clarity about the appropriate jurisdiction

of seventeen members, who included a woman and

of the police, election commissions, and other bodies.”28

26

several ethnic nationalities. Under the NLD government,
however, the UEC stood at seven (the chair and six com-

In February 2019, the NLD leadership in the parlia-

missioners) until March 8, 2019; all were male and all but

ment made a move to create a committee to look into

one Bamar Buddhists. The eight new members added

amending the 2008 constitution. As of this writing, the

in March are all male, and again all but one are Bamar

forty-five-member committee has been formed but as

Buddhists. It has numerous subsidiary subcommissions

yet has proposed no concrete amendments. Soon after

across the country: fifteen state or regional, including the

the NLD proposal, the USDP put forward a proposed

Naypyidaw Union Territory; seventy-nine district (includ-

amendment to change the selection of state and

ing six special administrative zones and divisions); 330

region chief ministers from presidential appointment to

township; and 15,870 ward or village tract subcom-

election by state and region hluttaws. Neither move is

mission. The last are staffed by individuals from the

likely to change the overall autonomy of the military or

General Administrative Department. The Union Election

the specific portions of the constitution that affect the

Commission arbitrates all electoral disputes, and appeal

presidential selection process or the responsibilities

is not an option once a verdict has been rendered. In a

and makeup of the UEC.

27

highly siloed government, the UEC is in a weak position
12
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A flawed voter list in 2020 would spark conflict over disputes from losing opposition parties or
candidates and undermine the legitimacy of the results in certain constituencies. Surprisingly,
the Union Election Commission does not have the budget to update the voter list properly.
ELECTION SYSTEM

in 2020 include updating the 2015 list to add the five

Myanmar uses the first-past-the-post, single-member con-

million new youth voters and remove the large num-

stituency voting system—and has done so in all elections

ber of people who have since died; accounting for the

to date. To be eligible to vote, citizens must be at least

massive, undocumented internal and external migration;

eighteen years old; some groups are ineligible, including

and handling requests for transfer of votes and advance

members of religious orders, those serving prison sen-

votes including from overseas. A flawed voter list in

tences, anyone declared of “unsound mind” by a court,

2020 would spark conflict over disputes from losing op-

and those who have been declared insolvent. The 2008

position parties or candidates and undermine the legiti-

constitution and subsequent election laws require that

macy of the results in certain constituencies. Surprisingly,

candidates must have resided in Myanmar for at least ten

the UEC does not have the budget to update the voter

consecutive years and be born of parents who were both

list properly and the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw, despite its criti-

citizens at the time of birth. Campaign and party finance

cisms of the UEC, does not see the need to increase the

regulations, which have been only minimally enforced,

budget to ensure an accurate and inclusive voter list.35

29

30

do not allow foreign donations, whether from individuals,
businesses, or organizations, to Myanmar parties or can-

Advanced voting falls into one of three categories: out

didates; they also ban contributions from religious groups

of constituency but inside the country on election day;

and the use of state resources. Candidates are permitted

out-of-constituency residence in another country with

to appoint agents to observe polling stations on election

government permission; and in-constituency advance

day, and a process has been set up to allow both foreign

voting made necessary by legally prescribed rationales,

and domestic observation of the polls as well.

such as being elderly or infirm, in custody, or in civil

31

service. Members of the Defence Services are permitted
The most controversial aspects of the electoral system

to cast their ballots via advance voting. It was widely

involve the voter list procedures and the provisions for

thought that the 2010 election was swayed when bags

advance voting. In the preparations for the 2015 elec-

of advance votes arrived—in some instances late in the

tion, the Union Election Commission created the first

evening on election day—and brought victory to USDP

digitized voter roll, which was derived from records of

candidates.36 Since then, advance voting has been

citizen residence held by the General Administration

tightened up; some observation has been allowed for

Department (GAD) and the then Ministry of Immigration

the process, though not yet for military advance voting.

and Population (MOIP). The GAD and MOIP data, which

In the 2017 and 2018 by-elections, both the voter list

in many instances was not up to date or accurate, gave

and advanced votes were subjects of public concern.

rise to concerns that the derivative voter list was going

To its credit, the UEC published in January 2019 its

to disenfranchise voters. However, in the end, after

new Strategic Plan (2019–2022), which includes public

extensive displays of the voter list and updates by UEC

commitments to improve transparency by announcing

subcommission personnel, international observers of

the dates of advance voting and ensuring that observ-

the 2015 election concluded that very few voters were

ers and party agents have access. This strategic plan is

turned away on election day for not being included on

a public reference framework (though nonbinding) for

the list. The main challenges to the voter list process

stakeholders to hold the UEC accountable about what it

32

33

34

has committed to doing in 2020.37
USIP.ORG
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Based on open-source data,

incidents involved physical

there were reports of

violence against individuals

instances of violence during
Burma’s 2015 elections.

These statistics, however,
likely represent significant
underreporting.

Instances of Election Violence in 2015
A polling booth official prepares ballot papers for an
elderly woman in an advance voting booth in Yangon.
(Photo by Mark Baker/AP/Shutterstock)

different constituencies, and of any civilian oversight over
any such military actions. Several civil society, media, and
political party stakeholders expressed concern that troops
could be transferred to constituencies to influence the
outcomes of elections. Such movements technically would

One further issue for possible election manipulation in-

not be prohibited under the legal framework for elections.

volves the potential for strengthening of control over constituencies by the movement of military voters to specific

THE MEDIA AND CIVIL SOCIETY

areas. For example, observers cited a case in Myitkyina,

International observer reports on the 2015 election hailed

the capital of Kachin State, after the 2018 by-election, in

the way in which media and civil society reforms under

which the USDP candidate narrowly defeated an ethnic

President Thein Sein created an electoral landscape more

Kachin party rival and an NLD candidate. Because a large

open to informed campaign journalism and grassroots

military compound was located in the Kachin-2 Amyotha

mobilization around voter education and citizen empow-

Hluttaw by-election constituency, it was rumored that

erment than had existed in the 2010 election.38 Since the

soldiers and their families were ordered to vote. One

NLD came to power in 2016, however, media freedom and

pro-Kachin party activist pointed out the lack of any legal

freedom of expression have not appeared to be priori-

prohibitions against the military moving soldiers around to

ties. The government rarely holds press conferences and

14
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6

involved the destruction of

11

election materials or
infrastructure

involved the intimidation
of individuals

generally treats journalists and advocacy groups as adver-

the threat of defamation charges and draconian security

saries. Both mainstream media and activist reporting have

laws. “We could easily be sued,” said one journalist from

been circumscribed by the frequent use of a variety of

a daily Burmese-language newspaper. Another editor

punitive security and criminal defamation laws as well as

reported that his outlet was particularly concerned about

Section 66(d) of the 2013 Telecommunications Act, which

66(d) prosecutions, and effectively self-censored online

holds that “whosoever convicted of any of the following

and print content to protect the news organization.

is liable to an imprisonment not exceeding two years or
fine or both. . . . Blackmailing, bullying, making wrongful

Similarly, civil society organizations (CSOs) have faced

restraint on, defaming, disturbing, exerting undue influ-

a restrictive environment, though arguably less punitive

ence on or threatening a person using a telecommunica-

than what journalists are facing. Throughout the NLD’s

tion network.” According to a 2017 report, since the NLD

term in office, restrictions on public assembly and the

won the 2015 election, at least 107 criminal complaints

holding of meetings have curtailed the freedoms of

have been filed under 66(d); all that went to trial were

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). “They [the

convicted. In such a context, it is difficult to imagine how

NLD] see us as competitors or somehow like an ene-

mainstream media will be able to carry out rigorous cam-

my,” noted one Mandalay civil society representative,

paign coverage—not to mention potential investigative

whose organization has been denied permission to hold

reporting on armed conflict or communal violence—under

meetings aimed at building Bamar support for the peace

39
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The use of winner-take-all voting procedures favors big national parties at the expense of smaller,
minority parties. This means that losers in elections may poll very significant numbers but end up
with no representation, effectively silencing the voices of all but those who vote for the victorious party.
process. According to another NGO leader in Myitkyina,

Third, the use of winner-take-all voting procedures

“They think civil society is where terrorists hide.” Given

favors big national parties at the expense of smaller,

that civil society was shown to be an effective imple-

minority parties. This means that losers in elections

mentor of voter education in 2015, these restrictions

may poll very significant numbers but end up with no

threaten to reinforce what is already recognized to be a

representation, effectively silencing the voices of all

“low level of political literacy and knowledge of electoral

but those who vote for the victorious party. This system

matters among the general public.”

is associated in many countries with the common

40

practice of tactical voting, in which voters select not

SYSTEMIC TENSIONS

the candidate who best represents their interests,

Several other sources of political and social tension de-

but rather the one who is likely to win. It is especially

rive from the systemic framework of Myanmar’s elections

associated with protest-vote dynamics, in which voters

as well. First, and perhaps most significant, the density of

act to defeat an identifiable opponent. In 2015, the

townships in the seven (probably) Bamar-dominated re-

NLD’s success in ethnic nationality areas—roughly, the

gions ensures that a party that can win big in the Bamar

ethnically named states—was likely the result of some

heartland has a good chance of securing the votes

measure of tactical voting against the Union Solidarity

needed to control the presidency and thus the govern-

and Development Party. Voters appeared determined

ment. Across the two houses of the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw,

to ensure a change away from the party associated

291 seats are in these regions, and only 207 are in the

with twenty-three years of military junta rule.

ethnically named states. Further, nearly all the military
MPs are ethnic Bamar. In light of these facts, the consti-

Finally, several representatives of civil society, the media,

tution of the legislative branch and the electoral college

and opposition political parties have noted with concern

give an impression of Bamar majority privilege.

the absence of systematic consultative outreach on the
part of the Union Election Commission. They contrast

Second, the delegation of Pyithu Hluttaw and state and

this with what they remember of the UEC under the

region hluttaw seats via township, rather than popula-

former general, U Tin Aye, in the lead-up to the 2015

tion, as per the decision by the outgoing State Peace

election. The lack of consultation may have been a

and Development Council’s election commission, results

result of the small size of the present UEC, or—one elec-

in substantial malapportionment, consequently making

tions implementor suggested—perhaps the general lack

the value of individual votes highly unequal. The Carter

of such public-facing experience of most UEC members.

Center noted that in the 2015 election, Pyithu Hluttaw

The current UEC members have had little exposure to

constituency sizes ranged from a low of 1,408 registered

the kind of meetings in which they might be criticized or

voters (Coco Island) to 521,976 voters (Hlaing Thayar), thus

pressed for reform, whereas political parties and CSOs

displaying massive distortion of the representativeness

often field articulate, assertive representatives for these

of the election results. According to the Carter Center,

kinds of dialogues. The absence of consultation and

the average constituency consisted of approximately one

transparency has yielded notable distrust in the UEC. As

hundred thousand voters—with the ten smallest townships

one opposition political party leader put it, the UEC is

averaging about 3,500 registered voters, and the ten larg-

“there to do the bidding of the NLD.”

41

est averaging nearly three hundred thousand.

42
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Peace, Conflict, and the Election
Myanmar’s macro-reform processes around elections

overt electoral violence, the possibility remains of such

and both Union-level and Rakhine State peacebuilding

a development in the 2020 electoral process. The stark-

are the focal points for national and international at-

est exception was in 2010, when the Democratic Karen

tention as the 2020 election approaches. These three

Buddhist Army (DKBA) Brigade 5 attacked government

elite-driven processes are unfolding and will continue

troops and seized government buildings on election

to do so in an arena of highly contested and divisive

day, and the next day attacked Three Pagodas Pass.43

politics that derives from decades of repression,

After the violence, the commander of the Brigade 5

trauma, and senses of exclusion often perceived to be

justified the actions to The Irrawaddy: “We heard that

based on identity. Each process has attracted separate

the Burmese military regime forced the residents of

sets of powerful economic, military, political, ethnic,

Myawaddy to vote. People didn’t want to go, and we

and social leaders all vested in gaining traction for their

heard that the junta threatened them with guns. So, we

agendas on one or more of the platforms. The goals

deployed our troops in Myawaddy for security.”44

of these stakeholders vary, some hoping to promote
large-scale reform, others seeking to reverse it, and still

In 2015, nothing on that order occurred, but twenty-eight

others wanting to maintain the status quo.

incidents were reported in open-source data as “election violence.”45 Nearly three quarters of these incidents

Over the next two years, the peace process, Rakhine

were characterized as physical violence against or intim-

conflicts, and the election campaign will generate risks

idation of individuals, while the others consisted of the

given their high-profile nature and the likelihood that

destruction of election materials or infrastructure.

they will take a decade or more to produce significant
results, create different winners and losers, and will be

The European Union’s 2015 observation mission noted

too nonlinear and iterative for most stakeholders.

regular allegations in “northern Shan State that ethnic
armed groups used their influence to favor certain par-

Specifically, the election process is likely to monopolize

ties by mobilizing turnout for campaign events (along-

the attention of government elites and their electoral

side more serious allegations, also difficult to verify, of

opposition to the detriment of any moves to grant con-

threats and intimidation).”46 The report concluded that

cessions at or bring big new ideas to the peace negotia-

the occurrence was a rare one, highlighting the excep-

tion table, or to leverage political will behind the kinds of

tion in which government-aligned Kachin militia leader

progressive reforms that would be necessary to attract

Zakhung Ting Ying made threats aimed specifically at

Rohingya refugees to return to Myanmar in significant

preventing NLD candidates from campaigning in the

numbers or to satisfy Rakhine ethnonational aspirations.

area of Kachin State where he was a candidate.47

SECURITY IN THE 2020 ELECTION PROCESS

Hence, in the lead-up to 2020, election-related conflict

Although historically, with one exception, the six elec-

not only should be understood more generally to include

tions held under the auspices of the 2008 constitution

physical violence, intimidation, and destruction of proper-

have not been characterized by much in the way of

ty that is related to campaigns or voting, but also should

USIP.ORG
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Peace processes and electoral processes embody fundamentally different logics:
the former are about building bridges between opposing groups; the latter generate
party- and candidate-led attempts to outshine their opponents and sow division.
be conceptualized within the broader environment in

constitution or laws already on the books. In addition, no

which vertical, armed, antistate violence as well as hori-

significant UPC debates have been allowed on matters

zontal violence among communities and interest groups

of decentralization of authority or control over natural re-

are likely. The two major flashpoints that might affect or

sources, security sector reform, or other matters of cen-

be affected by the electoral process are related to the

tral importance to the signatory EAOs. The NLD is keen

peace negotiations and the conflicts in Rakhine State.

to leverage whatever sort of Union Peace Accord it can
pull together to present to its parliamentary majority for

PEACE AND ONGOING CONFLICT

ratification before the 2020 election. The substance

The 21st Century Panglong peace process, in part

may stretch no further than the fifty-one principles and

inherited from President Thein Sein's government and

will garner only more resentment among EAOs.51 At the

in part reconfigured by the NLD government since

same time, the military has insisted on a nonsecession

2016, is at a low point. Neither the signatories of the

commitment, which was not part of the original NCA,

Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement nor the nonsigna-

from the EAOs, which is a nonstarter for most, particu-

tories sense a commitment on the part of either the

larly when the signatories’ requests do not even make

government or the military to advancing a viable peace

peace conference agendas.

agreement in a timely fashion. The largest two signatories—the Karen National Union and the Restoration

If the election environment of 2015 is any indication of

Council of Shan State—have suspended participation in

what is to come, campaign politics will soon take elite

the formal process, and local media are portraying the

and popular attention away from the peace process.

NCA-centric negotiations as stranded or deadlocked.

Peace processes and electoral processes embody

48

In the meantime, low-level fighting continues in north-

fundamentally different logics: the former are about

ern and northeastern Myanmar, where the Tatmadaw is

building bridges between opposing groups; the latter

fighting EAOs, despite the military's announcement on

generate party- and candidate-led attempts to outshine

December 21, 2018, of a four-month unilateral cease-

their opponents and sow division to shore up party

fire in Kachin and Shan States. In addition, signatories

bases. In 2015, peace negotiators from the govern-

and nonsignatories are fighting each other in these

ment side ran out of time as opposition political parties,

areas; in one instance, signatories are even fighting

including the NLD, held out hopes to the EAOs that a

each other. In southern Chin and northern and central

better deal would be available after a new government

Rakhine States, the Tatmadaw is also embroiled in

was formed.

49

battle with the Arakan Army, which is part of an alliance
with nonsignatory EAOs from the north.50 Little evi-

In the 2015 election, ethnic armed organizations either

dence suggests that this live combat will abate.

disengaged from the electoral process or chose not
to officially support parties sharing their ethnonym,

With a vow to hold three more Union peace conferenc-

instead quietly putting out indications that were read

es (UPCs) before 2020, Aung San Suu Kyi’s government

by electorates as guidance to support the NLD. For

appears to be foundering, having shepherded through

example, several Kachin party representatives and ac-

fifty-one so-called federal principles from previous UPCs,

tivists in Myitkyina noted that the Kachin Independence

most of which simply restate provisions in the existing

Organization’s nonsupport for Kachin parties and

18
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Military delegates attend the July 2018 closing ceremony of the third session of the 21st Century Panglong in Naypyidaw. (Photo by Hein Htet/EPA-EFE/
Shutterstock)

messaging through key elders and other leaders led to

“foreign influences.” South notes that this kind of rhetoric

NLD victories in some constituencies in Kachin State. It is

could mobilize ethnic Bamar communities, who have

not clear to date how signatory and nonsignatory EAOs

little understanding of or empathy for ethnic nationality

will respond to electioneering over 2019 and 2020;

communities living in conflict-affected areas, against eth-

some smaller signatories are reportedly considering

nic armed organizations. According to South's analysis,

fielding political parties, but the challenges to doing

“the peace process could be cast [via disinformation

so—while staying engaged in the Panglong process—

campaigns] as having ‘sold out’ the Bamar majority and

are many. The recent mergers by multiple Kachin, Mon,

undermined the integrity of the Union.” South argues

Chin, and Karen parties into single-ethnicity parties

that EAOs are commonly portrayed on social and main-

may present a more obvious target for popular ethnic

stream media as figures in the drug trade, which only

support in 2020. However, much depends, observers in

further undermines popular empathy with EAO demands

these areas say, on the ability of the merged parties to

of the peace process.52 A Mandalay-based public

field locally acceptable candidates.

intellectual similarly noted the lack of interest in the
peace process among Bamar heartland residents. He

The “spectre of populism” also overshadows the peace

said, “They watch Amay [mother] Suu give the opening

process, as Ashley South recently argued in Frontier.

speech at every Panglong (Union Peace) Conference,

Opposition to the ruling NLD will include populist-style,

and they think she has already made peace. It’s done for

nationalist political campaigning that focuses on the

them. So why are the ethnic groups making trouble?”

defense of the Union, nation, race, and Buddhism from
USIP.ORG
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Union Election Commission officials count ballots at a polling station in Yangon following the April 2017 by-elections, the first test of the popularity of Aung
San Suu Kyi's National League for Democracy since it came to power. (Photo by AP/Shutterstock)

Finally, ongoing conflict raises the possibility of

No clear process, criteria, or consultation mechanism

postponements of elections among constituencies

exists for designating constituencies to be left out of

that the ministries of Defence, Home Affairs, and

the polls other than the constitutional allowance of

Border Affairs certify as unstable. In 2015, the UEC

postponement “due to natural disaster or due to local

made two announcements that elections would not

security situation.”54 Lacking any transparency, the

be held in certain areas due to security concerns.

decision-making process leads to suspicions that post-

First, on October 12, 404 village tracts in Bago Region

ponements have been or will be politically motivated,

and Kachin, Kayin, Mon, and Shan States, as well as

aimed at either disenfranchising certain populations or

five townships in Shan State, were postponed. In

lowering the number of civilian seats in the Pyidaungsu

the Shan State townships, polling was postponed

Hluttaw, thus by default raising the proportion of mili-

because the areas were under the effective control

tary seats in the legislature. What is important here is

of the Wa and Kokang EAOs, rather than experi-

less the conspiracy theory that the military is looking to

encing active conflict. On October 27, a second

increase its clout in the presidential selection pro-

announcement was made that the election would

cess or in legislative proceedings, and more that the

be postponed in all wards and village tracts of two

absence of any consultation or explanation of cancella-

more townships in Shan State (Kyethi and Monghsu)

tions has only further deepened distrust in the system,

because of ongoing armed conflict between the

particularly among the ethnic nationality populations

Tatmadaw and the Shan State Army-North.

that could possibly be disenfranchised. The areas most

53

likely to be declared off-limits would be parts of Shan
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Public displays of criticism of NLD government attempts at repatriation—or even an inclination toward
repatriation—likely will not remain limited to Rakhine State locations, but instead will be used by opposition political parties to promote populist agendas elsewhere in the country.
and Kachin States, and possibly parts of Rakhine State

Sittwe on November 25, 2018, by monks and a Rakhine

and southern Chin State, assuming the continued or

CSO, will present ethnic Rakhine and USDP parties

expanded presence of the Arakan Army.

with opportunities to galvanize anti-NLD government
sentiment ahead of the 2020 election.58 Such public

REPATRIATION AND RAKHINE STATE

displays of criticism of NLD government attempts at re-

Under immense international pressure to do so, the

patriation—or even an inclination toward repatriation—

government is on the record as having approved in prin-

likely will not remain limited to Rakhine State locations,

ciple the return of Rohingya refugees from Bangladesh,

but instead will be used by opposition political parties

where close to a million live in squalid camps. In a

to promote populist agendas elsewhere in the country.

sealed June 2018 agreement with the UN Development

These are the kinds of public events that could get out

Program and the UN High Commissioner for Refugees,

of hand, should there be misunderstandings or infil-

the Myanmar government committed to “creating condu-

tration by provocateurs. Hence, a threat of communal

cive conditions for the voluntary, safe, dignified and sus-

violence results from the concurrence of the refugee

tainable repatriation of refugees from Bangladesh and

repatriation process and the election.

for helping to create improved and resilient livelihoods
for all communities living in Rakhine State.”55 In early

Even without refugee repatriation, Rakhine State is

November 2018, the Myanmar and Bangladesh govern-

home to the most volatile aspects of the intersection of

ments agreed on an initial return of some two thousand

the peace and electoral processes. Not a party to the

refugees, the Myanmar side promising to process 150

formal Panglong process, the Arakan Army has seen its

per day. On November 15, the date the process was to

popularity in central and northern Rakhine State on the

begin, no Rohingya were willing to return. In response,

rise, having captured the imagination of many Rakhine

the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights said, “We

people through its pursuit of #ArakanDream2020 and

are witnessing terror and panic among those Rohingya

the Way of Rakhita, which is a call for a nationwide

refugees in Cox’s Bazar who are at imminent risk of

armed revolution by the Rakhine people in 2020.59

being returned to Myanmar against their will.”56 As of this

This has occurred alongside the decline of Rakhine

writing, no Rohingya have returned through the formal

ethnonationalist political parties, which won the most

process; Myanmar government officials are blaming

seats in the state hluttaw in 2015, but were sidelined

Bangladesh for sabotaging their efforts. Nonetheless,

when the NLD installed its own minority government.60

the Myanmar government continues to affirm its commit-

The Arakan National Party, which came out of a merger

ment to return via a process that involves verification of

of two parties for the 2015 election, has split into three.

identity, a period of stay in a transit camp, and uncertain

As the International Crisis Group noted in January 2019,

destinations for eventual resettlement.

the “belief among ethnic Rakhine that politics is failing

57

them” is now prevalent.61 Rakhine civil society and poThat these attempts will occur in the lead-up to a hard-

litical party leaders expect the armed antistate violence

fought election ensures that they will be politicized by

to continue throughout the campaign period. As one

parties seeking to capitalize on the underlying histor-

Rakhine political party leader observed, “We will be just

ical and communal conflicts that led to the violence in

like Shan State. The government will decide to cancel

the first place. Protests against repatriation like that in

elections because of security.”
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Myanmar’s 2020 election process holds the promise

run-up to the 2020 election. Little progress will likely be

of deepening one component of the larger demo-

made on either front because powerful stakeholders

cratic reform project—that is, the regular selection by

lack the will or the capacity to deliver the concessions

the electorate of representatives to local and national

that EAOs, the Rohingya, and the Rakhine require to buy

parliaments. A recent survey found interest in politics

into what the government has on offer. The peace pro-

running at a little less than 40 percent of those sam-

cess writ large and conflict mediation efforts in Rakhine

pled, but elite electoral actors are gaining greater flu-

State are both likely to be politicized by opposition

ency with the mechanics and architecture of Myanmar’s

political parties, some of which may disparage online

election system. It was also apparent in numerous

and offline the EAOs, Rohingya, and other vulnerable

interviews for this report that despite legitimate con-

communities, in the pursuit of populist appeals along the

cerns about the practices and patterns of elections

lines of national race protection and sovereignty claims.

62

historically in Myanmar, questioning was limited on
whether elections are a legitimate way of conferring

All of this suggests that the domestic audience and the

or transferring political power. Even the harshest critics

international community should adjust expectations by

of the present government and the military are for the

recognizing that Myanmar’s complex history and pol-

most part committed to participation in the constitution-

itics make it unlikely that the 2020 election will prove

ally mandated election of 2020.

to be any kind of resolution to what have been decades-old sources of trauma, suffering, and conflict.

That said, it will be important for the international and
domestic communities to be aware of the challenges

To ensure the integrity of Myanmar’s 2020 election amid

that Myanmar’s complex conflict environment present

ongoing vertical and horizontal conflicts, the government,

over 2019 and 2020, the two years leading up to the

political parties, civil society, the media, Facebook, and

2020 election and the subsequent selection by the

foreign donors should be committed to supporting the

electoral college of a president. During that period,

formal and informal organizations working on the elec-

government decisions and nondecisions on all man-

tions so that Myanmar’s electoral experience continues to

ner of issues will be put under a microscope because

deepen in progressive, democratic, and peaceful ways.

opposition parties will likely try to gain support from
any disenchantment they can foster with the electorate.

Legal frameworks, including both electoral laws and

As was the case in the lead-up to the 2015 election,

the 2008 constitution, should be revised to improve

government progress on major reforms will likely be

the operating environment for voters, candidates,

slow as the NLD’s attention turns to fighting off elector-

political parties, the media, civil society, and others

al challenges from opposition political parties.

committed to electoral reform over the short, medium, and long term. For example, the 2008 constitution

Two concurrent phenomena—the Panglong peace

should be amended to ensure the political independ-

negotiations and the Rakhine State conflicts —are likely

ence of the Union Election Commission. The legal

to color and be colored by the partisan politics in the

codes should establish transparent processes, with
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Political parties should ensure membership, leadership, and candidate
selection reflect the ethnic, religious, and gender diversity of the country.
opportunities for appeal beyond the UEC, around the

respond to hate speech in a timely manner. Finally, the

UEC decisions, constituency delineation (particularly

UEC should seek to improve the procedures and training

Upper House constituencies, which are not based on

of UEC-led mediation committees to be more profes-

townships), advance voting, tabulation and aggregation

sional and impartial in arbitration of misunderstandings

of results, and cancellation of elections in whole con-

between candidates (alternative dispute resolution).

stituencies and partial cancellations of ward and village
tracts within a constituency for security purposes. The

Political parties must rein in partisan behavior that

Penal Code, myriad defamation laws, Official Secrets

has the potential to escalate conflict in the lead-up

Act, and Section 66(d) of the Telecommunications Act

to the 2020 election. Parties should recommit and

should be amended to decriminalize defamation and

sign a revised code of conduct to not use violence,

protect the free press in campaign-related coverage,

intimidation, threats, or hate speech in any aspects of

and to provide for the protection and freedom of civil

electoral campaigning. Further, parties should not seek

society to participate in voter education and observa-

to leverage the peace process or conflict mitigation

tion of elections, especially in remote or conflict areas.

efforts in Rakhine State for the sake of partisan gains.

Legal requirements should be broadly interpreted to

Additionally, political parties should ensure that mem-

guarantee access of observers to the entire electoral

bership, leadership, and candidate selection reflect the

process, including voter list preparation and, in par-

ethnic, religious, and gender diversity of the country.

ticular, advance voting by the military. Finally, the UEC
should use whatever legal authority it can to reduce the

Civil society organizations should carve out as much

large gap between the smallest and largest constituen-

space as possible to support the deepening of peace-

cies by reapportionment of some percentage of seats

ful, progressive electoral reforms in Myanmar. As

where malapportionment is most significant.

they did in 2015, CSOs should provide nonpartisan
voter education and observation to the largest extent

Reforms to and by the Union Election Commission

possible, in accordance with the regulatory framework.

should be a priority. The president should use his ap-

CSOs with deep roots in and trust from local commu-

pointment authority to make the membership of the UEC

nities should be encouraged to de-escalate conflict in

more reflective of the ethnic, religious, and gender diver-

communities where tensions threaten the integrity of

sity of the country. A more diverse UEC should increase

various aspects of the electoral process, such as by

its consultations with political parties, civil society, NCA

countering disinformation and hate speech, encourag-

signatories, and the media not only at the Union level but

ing dialogues to promote social cohesion, and promot-

also in districts, townships, and village tracts and wards;

ing women’s participation both as a value in itself and

the conduct of press conferences on a regular basis

as a modality of conflict prevention and management.

would go a long way to increasing knowledge about

CSOs should publicly encourage candidates and

and trust in the process. Given the prominent role social

parties and their supporters to denounce hate speech,

media is expected to play, the UEC should develop a

and should convene workshops for other NGOs to

mechanism to counter electoral hate speech and calls

develop strategic, targeted methods for preventing

for violence, give proper training to UEC members, pub-

violence among members of their communities (youth,

licly denounce hate speech, and conduct monitoring and

religious leaders, and so on).
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Facebook should develop greater understanding of

and community and faith leaders should be included to

the dynamics of the Myanmar conflict and electoral

help plan more inclusive and community-led security

environments. To that end, the company should staff

planning from the start of the campaign period to the

an office inside the country with Myanmar conflict and

announcement of the results.

elections experts to work with the CSOs that monitor
Facebook. The company should dramatically increase

Foreign donors, embassies, and election reform imple-

its support to CSOs to expand digital literacy in commu-

mentors have important roles in deepening the hold

nities at risk of disinformation campaigns. Additionally,

of democratic electoral institutions and processes in

given the linguistic diversity of Myanmar and the es-

Myanmar. Above all, they should support the continued

tablished record of campaign attacks in non-Burmese

development of formal and informal institutions and

languages, Facebook should fund CSOs to carry out

processes that are aimed at ensuring the integrity and

content monitoring in other Myanmar languages and

peaceful conduct of the 2020 election. This requires

to hire content reviewers for non-Burmese languages.

donors, political officers, and reform implementors to

Finally, Facebook’s election unit should understand that

shed purely technical mindsets around electoral sup-

working with the election commission, which Facebook

port and to commit to context knowledge that will en-

typically does in other countries, is not a nonpartisan

gender context-appropriate approaches, such as work-

activity, given the way in which the UEC is appointed

ing through trusted partners (rather than new ones with

by a president from the majority party.

little understanding of the complexity of the conflict
and election environments). Donors should fund civil

The Myanmar and foreign media have important roles

society initiatives to expand civic and voter education

to play in promoting both the peace and electoral pro-

and long- and short-term electoral observation, particu-

cesses, despite restrictions on their activity. The media

larly in areas where both horizontal and vertical conflict

should develop a code of conduct for covering elec-

threaten to disrupt the election cycle. At the same time,

tion-related news with the objective of reducing elec-

donors and implementors should avoid support for any

toral conflict, tension, and violence, as well as commit

processes or projects that could interfere with voter

to halting—where it can—the spread of disinformation

list updates and election reforms (such as the Ministry

and hate speech. The mainstream media should call on

of Labor, Immigration and Population’s planned 2019

candidates to craft and sign onto a code of conduct for

interim census).63 Foreign election stakeholders should

peaceful campaigning, but remain neutral in reporting

use all available opportunities to advocate to the gov-

both the peace and electoral processes.

ernment, political parties, civil society organizations,
and major media outlets for these reforms aimed at

The Myanmar Police Force should commit to improv-

ensuring a peaceful, credible election. Finally, foreign

ing the protection of the rights, freedoms, and safety

donors and implementors should recognize the risks

of candidates, observers, poll workers, and voters

of disengagement or reprogramming of funding away

equally. It should also revise, update, and socialize

from work with the electoral management personnel

the police code of conduct among officers and new

and the election commission, which include missed op-

recruits. For electoral security committees, represent-

portunities to advance liberal democratic reforms over

atives and input from the UEC, political parties, CSOs,

the short and medium term.
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Bangladesh—that increase the risk of social tensions deepening. Divisive campaigning
will take attention away from the peace process, just as it did during the 2015 election.
Communal, religious, and nationalist claims will be center stage, raising the possibility
that tensions could boil over. The military and police, however, are ill prepared to
address potential violence. This report evaluates the environment in which all these
factors intersect and identifies opportunities for mitigating the risk of conflict.
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